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Regents request more state educational aid
By Glenn Waggoner
Managing Editor
It has been charged that in the past
decade, the state of Ohio spent huge sums
on highway construction so motorists
could have a smooth, safe ride to a rundown rest home or crowded university.
A fact used often to illustrate this
point is that Ohio, sixth among states in
population, ranks 42 in per capita appropriations for higher education.
And it ranks twelfth among the nation's
15 largest states.
Advocates of increased state appropriations for higher education dump
much of the blame for the state's low
ranking on Governor James A. Rhodes.
Their charge is that to attract new
industry to Ohio through lenient corporate tax laws. Rhodes has shortchanged the universities in funds and has
hiked student fees too high.

A small-scale student rebellion
against higher fees broke out two years
ago, when the Regents proposed an
across-the-board fee increase for state
universities.
Students in the state organized action
groups to combat the raise. A result of
the clamor was the decision by the
Regents to temporarily freeze fees at
existing levels.
Despite dissatisfaction in university
communities with state support of higher
education in recent years and the low
ranking of the state in per capita support,
the Regents have a different view of
Ohio's educational progress.
In the new tentative draft of the Board
of Regents Master Plan, it is stated that
"the current operating support and
capital improvement support of Ohio's
public institutions of higher education
made notable advances during the
decade of the 1960s, and especially after

1966."
Without defining the nature of these
advances, the Master Plan calls for an
immediate goal of an increase in state
funding of higher education equal to the

greatly increased to meet the stated goal
of the national per capita average.
It will be up to the legislature to
decide how the load is divided among
individual and corporate taxpayers.

News analysis
national per capita average.
How will this be done?
From tax appropriations and student
fees. "Both sources of income may have
to be enlarged in the decade of the
1970's," states the Master Plan.
Although the Regents use the word
"may," there is no doubt that tax appropriations, at least, will have to be

The Regents have also proposed a
doubling of the enrollment in Ohio's
private universities, with the goal of
easing the educational burden from the
taxpayer. One of the stated means of
achieving this goal is placing enrollment
ceilings on the state universities.
But the Regents then state in the
Master Plan that the enrollment increase
for private schools will be accomplished

in part by direct or indirect financial
support from the state.
The plan fails to clarify how the
taxpayers will save money through
expanding private education, when they
propose to carry out this expansion
through the use of tax monies.
The proposed ceiling on state
university enrollment may also backfire.
Students who desire to enroll in a fouryear institution may not gain admittance
if the institution's ceiling has been
reached.
His recourse would then be to pay
more for a private school, or enroll in one
of the two-year community and technical
colleges also proposed by the Master
Plan.
Also, the individual state university
may find the going reugn when attempting to get funds to improve and
expand its programs after lit enrollment
ceiliP" has been reached.
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Under the logic of setting ceilings,
those institutions who have reached their
ceilings would likely find themselves
assigned a low priority when state money
is passed out.
Bowling Green's ceiling as assigned
by the Regents is 14.900 students. There
are 14,788 students here now, not counting branch students
If the Regents' proposals are carried
through, the coming decade may well see
Bowling Green stagnated ■• ■." ••nde»t
growth, little ph>siral ,;■.■*. , u •
programs and ex'.r- (._ih nan' lr fin;
Some big ii"-..y i1' at spei.
higher <"'.ucation :.. Ohio In the 1
Tin- Master rian reveals that nev
portance, and probabl''..
nv My, \
be assign"*! I r..«ate institutions and
RUM lytttrn of two-year colleges.
Exactly who will pay how much for
higher education ,i ill depend largely iM
who makes the most noise in Columbus.
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Laird sees efforts

Move to free POW's
WASHINGTON <AP> - Secretary of
Defense Melvin R. Uunl said yesterday
the United States "will make further
efforts to free our prisoners" in North
Vietnam, and this includes possible
military action.
"I would not rule out any action,"
Laird said. "We are going to make every

kind of effort to free our prisoners of
war."
The Pentagon chief made this
statement when reporters asked if there
might be another commando-type raid
like the dramatic but fruitless descent on
Son Tay ten days ago.
The Nixon administration is con-

cerned about the POW issue, I jinl said,
and he intends to take il up at a meeting
of North Atlantic Treaty Organization
defense ministers in Brussels.
Laird talked to newsmen at Andrews
Air Force Base before taking off for the
three-day NATO meeting.
His words were echoed in Paris by

Senate endorses
Kent
code
By Kathy Fraze
Issue F.dltor

Responding to the possibility that the
state legislature may take action curtailing academic freedom and tenure at
state-assisted colleges and universities,
Faculty Senate yesterday endorsed a
Faculty Code of Professional Ethics
drawn up last summer by the Kent State
University Senate.
Although the endorsement did not
bind the BG faculty to act according to
the Kent code, it did uphold the faculty
view that the University should "police"
its staff from within.
The Kent code covers aspects of the
instructor's responsibility to students,
course, University, profession and
community.
The resolution was presented as a
result of the Interim report by the state
legislature's committee on campus
unrest, indicating that the state would
take steps to define responsibilities of
faculties if the individual schools refused
to act.
In a related resolution, the Senate

instructed the Committee on Faculty
Personnel and Conciliation to draw up its
own statement on academic responsibility to be presented first to Faculty
Senate and then transmitted to state
legislators.
However, a third resolution aimed at
eliminating the possibility of using
tenure as a protection for academic
incompetence was sent back to committee.
The resolution recognized the
questioning of the practice of using
tenure to cloak incompetence, and would
have instructed the University to work
through departments to bring incompetent faculty members up to
standard or "terminate their tenure
through existing procedures as outlined
by the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP)."
The Senate voted to send the measure
back to committee because several
committee members had been absent
when the decision was made to place the
resolution on the agenda.
Still on the subject of academic
freedom and tenure, the Senate passed a

resolution instructing Ohio Faculty
Senate and individual institutions to
discuss these issues "directly and personally" with Governor-elect John
Gilligan, Speaker of the House Charles
Kurfess, and the president pro-tem of the
State Senate.
In other action, members tabled a
resolution to accept a committee report
condemning the Campus Riot Act.
The report blasted the bill on seven
points, particularly the provision that a
student or faculty member may be
suspended from the University without a
public hearing.
Action will be delayed until legal
advice on the constitutionality of the bill
is obtained.
In addition, members urged the
faculty to honor existing arrangements
for final examinations by giving tests at
the times specified.
College deans and the vice president
of academic affairs were instructed to
take whatever measures necessary to
achieve reasonable observance of the
calendar arrangements.
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Ambassador David K. E. Bruce, chief
U.S. envoy to the Vietnam peace talks
there. Bruce told a news conference the
United States will continue to seek the
early release of American prisoners in
Vietnam "by all means available to us."
"Hanoi and the Viet Cong must understand,
in unmistakable terms,"
Bruce said, "that their past and existing
attitude on the prisoner of war question is
intolerable. We will continue to pursue
the twin objectives of humane treatment
and early release of our men by all
means available to us."
Bruce said the Communists' reaction
to President Nixon's Oct. 7 proposal for
immediate and unconditional release of
all POWs on both sides "has been totally
negative."
"They show no concern for their own
men and flout our concern for ours," he
said.
North Vietnam's Premier Pham Van
Dong, in an interview published in the
French newspaper Le Monde, said the
prisoner issue could be resolved only
after Washington decides to withdraw all
of its troops from South Vietnam.
Meanwhile, in Indochina, Cambodian
troops launched a new drive yesterday 20
miles north of Phnom Penh and pushed
enemy forces from their blocking
positions.
leading the drive was a batallion of
Cambodian troops recruited and trained
in South Vietnam.
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A BREAK IN the cold, gloomy weather Bowling Green
experienced during the past week brought maintenance
crews out in force yesterday to finish "winterizing" the
University.

Citizens oppose split
of university, branch
COLUMBUS (AP) - Citizens groups
supporting local branch campuses of
state universities are preparing strong
opposition to plans to end the ties between branches and their sponsor
universities.
A master plan of the Ohio Board of
Regents is scheduled for a public hearing
in Columbus Monday. The plan includes
a proposal to consolidate present
branches and academic centers into 25,
two-year community and technical
colleges, with local control.
There are now four community
colleges, 15 technical institutes, 19
university branches and 12 academic

centers in Ohio.
Citizens of Middle town and Lima have
already taken formal action to oppose the
plan, and other communities are
scheduling sessions this week to adopt
protest resolutions.
William B. Coulter, of the Board of
Regents staff, said "I think it is too early
to gauge the general response to the plan.
We are expecting most of the response at
the public hearing."
In Middletown, more than 100 civic
leaders voted to oppose the removal of
that city's branch from Miami University to create a Middletown State
Community and Technical College.

Edward W. Barber, president of the
Middletown Chamber of Commerce,
asked, "Whoever heard of Middletown
State Community and Technical College?
We put up more than $1.6 million for our
campus with the understanding it would
be the Middletown campus of Miami
University, and now the regents want to
take away the name of Miami University. It's a breach of faith."
Similar stands have been taken by
local officials at other branch campuses,
who contend the plan will reduce the
prestige of campuses by eliminating
their affiliation with state universities.

Bomb scare probe continues
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A TWA CARGO jet crashed and burned on
takeoff Monday at Tel Aviv airport after
colliding with an Israeli Strafocruiser that
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was being towed on the same runway. Two
ground crewmen were killed, in the latest of
a series of autumn crashes.

A federal and local investigation into
University bombings and bomb scares is
continuing with fire and police department officials here claiming suspects in
the incidents have been identified.
Locally, Fire Chief Howard Rutter is
checking into a small explosion which
broke several windows in Campus
Security Director James Saddoris' office
in Williams Hall several weeks ago.
Chief Rutter is working with Campus
Security and the FBI in his investigation.
Also being studied is the tear-gassing
of the Security offices, which took place
two days after the explosion. No one was
injured in the incident, but the fumes
permeated the entire building.
Asst. Security Director William
Stelnfurth said yesterday he believed an

arrest in the bombing cases was "imminent."
Chief Rutter added, "We have several
suspects in these cases. We are still in the
process of gathering witness statements
and compiling enough evidence to take to

the prosecutor for the filing of charges.
"Anyone with additional information
on these incidents is asked to step forward," the chief said, emphasizing that
all information will be held in strict
confidence.

Master Plan panel
The President's Advisory Council will hold a public meeting today to
discuss the present draft of the revised Master Plan. The meeting will
begin at 3 p.m. in the Historical Suite of the Union.
Individuals may obtain excerpts from the plan from the Faculty
Senate office.
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master plan
The tentative draft of the Board of Regents Master Plan
proposes some major changes in the higher education
system of Ohio, but leaves some real loopholes on how
these goals are to be carried out.
The question of who's paving for it all must be answered before the state lumps into the subsidization of
private institutions for one thing.
The Regents present to the citizens a goal of reducing
the cost of higher education to the taxpayers through
support of the private sector of higher education.
Then, the Regents outline how private school
enrollment can be expanded through everything from
student aid to building construction aid.
And this aid all comes from taxes.
This makes absurd the argument that the private
sector will expand, according to the Regents, while the
taxpayer takes a vacation.
The Regents also propose a system of 25 community
and technical colleges be implemented. But in the few
days since the Master Plan was released, civic groups in
several cities in the state have opposed the loss of existing
branch campuses of state universities.
We also have reservations about a system thai has the
possibilities making higher education more of a massproduction operation than it already is.
A reason for this new two-year college system is to keep
an open-admissions policy for high school graduates at
least at the community and technical college level.
The four-year schools would then be allowed to admit
selectively - a tool that is needed in the state to keep a
degree from being simply a "meaningless piece of paper,"
as the Master Plan stated.
The Regents haven't finalized by any means the shape
higher education will take in the 70's.
They've made a start, however, but it rests with the
universities and the students to advance educational
quality in this state, and prevent the deterioration of the
quality we have now.
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crisis at escambia bay
Dear Friends and Fellow Students,
Our campus sits along the northwest
edge of Escambia Bay, which empties
into the Gulf of Mexico at Pensacola.
Florida.
So far
this
year,
Escambia Bay has suffered over 60
major fish kills, each one of close to or

indian week
The American Indian Cultures Week sponsored by the Office of Student Activities was a great success.
As an Indian working with the reservation Indian I felt that I did enlighten those
people who attended the Rap sessions and seminars about the reservation Indian,
what BIA policies concerning Indian people Is and what it will be.
As a BIA employee I feel justified in saying that I know what your feelings
about the Indian are. Also your feelings about the BIA.
As an academic community it is of paramount importance that all viewpoints
be considered. This I feel was done and done well. I can only hope that the efforts
by the student activities office will follow up on programs such as Indian Culture
week. I also hope that the office of student activities will continue its work in
human relations.
I would personnally like to thank Mr. Bob Yeowell for his efforts in making
Indian Culture week possible.
Others to complimented for their endeavors regarding Indian Culture week are
Donna Gainer, Hob Zephier, Al Sanders, Don Gross of Rodgers Quadgrangle, and
the three girls who took time from their studies to conduct for my benefit a tour of
the Bowling Green State University campus.
Sincerely,
Richard L. Zephier
Bureau of Indian Afl
Affairs

•

ghetto clinics
The American Medical Association has traditionally
feared government control of the medical profession.
They have consistantly opposed acceptance of federal
financial assistance concerning medical practice.
But this week, the AMA has given doctors permission to
accept federal loans and or grants for the purpose of
organizing medical clinics in low income areas.
It also has been suggested that internships in the ghetto
be incorporated into routine hospital Internships following
medical school, in order to increase time "treating people
who still have their shoes on."
Since the handling of charity cases has been limited
because of increasing comprehensive insurance plans,
doctors have been, for the most part, relieved of nonpaying patients. Considering the special need for more
doctors and medical services in ghetto areas, the AMA is
to be commended for encouraging doctors to channel their
charitable energies to low income areas.

more than a million fish - food fish, sport
fish, 'commercial fish', you name it.
These kills have been traced to industries and municipalities just north of
and on the bay, which have been using
the Escambia River and the bay for a
dump. One such industry is Monsanto

be prood of your$e/f
Bowling Green can be proud of itself!! The "peace loving" students conducted
a non-violent demonstration to show that not all college students are reckless
radicals. Well, our candle-light march had about as much of an effect as the roar of
the candles burning!
But, you can all be very, very proud of yourselves. All was not a lose. The
nation is hearing of the "Bowling Green Protest", If I can call it that. There is a
radical right wing paper published In Cincinnati that carries ads for the Young
Americans for Freedom (YAF). Here is a quote from it: "...WHO WILL STOP
THE CRAZIES???????" Young Americans for Freedom stopped them at
Bowling Green University, Heidelberg College, Akron U., U. of Dayton, and many
other colleges..."
I was there. And, I didn't approve of the methods then, and even less now that I
am a graduate student In the College of Medicine at U. of C. I'm not advocating
another Kent, but at least down here, U. of C. students can look down on good old
BG and say "At least we said what we wanted to say!" They had the nerve to close
down. Is two months of school really all that important?
Gordon Vehar
707 Dixmyth
Cincinnati

>ur man hoppe-

\the case of nickel's pickleBy Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
There's been considerable speculation
in the press as to why Mr. Nbton fired
Interior Secretary Wally Hlckel.
But a close scrutiny of the facts makes
obvious the one glaring error Mr. Hickel
committed. The facts:
1 - Mr. Hickel did a great job,
becoming the most widely loved and
admired member of the Cabinet.
2 - After Cambodia, Mr. Hickel wrote
a letter to Mr. Nixon, advising him to be
kinder to young people, if not Cam-
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bodians.
3 - Laat week, Mr. Hickel told an
interviewer, "If I go away, I am going
with an arrow in my heart and not a
bullet in my back,"
4 - The next day, Mr. Hickel was
summoned to Mr. Nixon's office.
5 - He sat down.
6 - After half an hour he emerged,
clutching at a feathered shaft in his
chest.
Now then, which of these six facts
contains Mr Hickel's fatal mistake? It
is, of course, Number 5.
As any student of management-

employee relations knows, no decentminded boss has ever fired a man
standing up.
The reasons are twofold: in such
situations the boss feels (a) guilty and
(b) apprehensive of physical violence.
Now Mr. Nixon could have taken the
coward's path and simply inserted a pink
slip in Mr. Hickel's pay envelope. But
decent-minded bosses invariably feel
they must explain their actions to their
victims man to man - a dreadful
mistake.
Thus Mr. Nixon's first words were
undoubtedly, "Have a seat, Wally."

Right there, Mr. Hickel should have
replied, "Thanks, but I've been sitting all
day." And, when Mr. Nixon persisted (as
all bosses do), he should have pled a
physical disability that presented him
from sitting (an old war wound is best.)
This would have left Mr. Nixon behind
his desk, looking UP at Mr. Hickel
looming over him. What boss in such
circumstances would have the courage to
say, "You're doing a rotten job and
you're through!"? (cq)
True, Mr. Nixon, initially thwarted,
could have risen to confront Mr. Hickel
eyeball to eyeball. But with both awkwardly standing, a man-to-man talk
would be out of the question. Besides, a
confrontation like that is Inviting a punch
in the nose.
So we see that the cardinal rule of job
security is Never, Never Sit Down with
Your Boss.
(I know an incompetent file clerk
who's survived sixty angry bosses over
23 years thanks solely to a severe case of
hemorrhoids.)
Other experts have advanced other
theories to explain Mr. Hickel's getting
the sack. All of them denigrate Mr.
Nixon. All are equally absurd.
Some hold Mr. Hickel's strong stand
for conservation angered Powerful Interests, as though a decent-minded boss
would ever knuckle under to Powerful
Interest!
Some contend Mr. Nixon was offended
by Mr. Hickel's letter of advice on the
young, as though a decent-minded boss
could be that petty!
But most ridiculous of all Is the claim
Mr. Hickel was fired "for standing on his
own two feet." Good grief! Had he stood
on his own two feet at the right moment,
he wouldn't be unemployed today.
No, in the final analysis, Number 5
contains the only explanation that fits
with Mr. Nixon being a decent-minded

Co., which, as of January, 1970, was
dumping into the river, and the bay, the
following wastes:
10,000 lbs-day 5 day biological oxygen
demand
3,900 lbs-day total organic carbon
1,875 lbs-day TKN
1,331 lbs-day nitrite nitrogen
1,104 lbs-day ammonia nitrogen &
nitrite
421 lbs-day total phosphate
264 lbs-day ortho phosphate
One of Monsanto's most advertised
and ecologically deleterious products Is
Astro Turf, an artificial grass; some of
its other products are Arochlor (1250)
compounds and herbicides. Because our
public officials have been tragically slow
to respond, and because citizen initiated
'pollution control' legislation is being
successively weakened and stifled, and
will have only moderate 'success' if ever
passed, we have concluded that only
economic sanctions can force the industries involved to recycle their wastes
and quit using the Escambia River - the
public domain - for a dump.
We intend to take sanctions against all
Industries, of which there are six locally,
dumping into the Escambia River and
the bay. To establish our effectiveness,
we have decided to begin by calling for a
boycott of Astro Turf, the Monsanto
properately need your support. There is
nothing less at stake than the bay itself the bay which is a Integral part of our
biosphere, is essential to a balanced
environment.

It doesn't take much thought to realize
that Escambia Bay is about as important
to you as it is to us. By supporting our
boycott you not only deny revenue to an
enemy of the bay, you also help assert,
for once, that our waters and our skies
are not dumps, and that even large Industries must be held responsible for
their wastes.
-we ask that you put up with natural
grass for a good while longer
- we ask that you compell your friends
and local industries not to buy Astro Turf
and other Monsanto products
- we very respectfully and urgently
request that you obtain, through your
student government and alumni
associations, a binding, official promise
not to purchase Astro Turf until Monsanto quits dumping its wastes into I
Escambia River and Escambia Bay
- we recommend that before you or
your college administration buy any
other sort of artificial grass, you
determine that the manufacturer is not,
like Monsanto, using the environment for
a dumpWe need your active response to this
appeal, even if you have no need at your
institution for Astro Turf. Your support
is urgently requested. Please send us
notification of your administration's
promise not to purchase Astro Turf as
soon as it can be obtained.
Responsible En v. Act Program
P.O. BOX 294
Gonzalez, Fla. 32960
November 11,1970

for whom it should concorn
Everyone today is talking about
ecology, college unrest, racial problems,
etc. These are big problems and we all
should be concerned.
We are sending aid abroad and
fighting in foreign countries. We must
protect our freedom but we also must
solve our domestic problems. We fail to
realize our problems here at home until
some tragic event occurs or until we are
directly involved either as an individual,
a student, or a nation.
Since July 5, 1970 three tragic events
have occured, two in the states and one in
neighboring Canada. Whether they were
avoidable, we can not know. But we can
be very certain that in these three
crashes, at least 231 lives have been lost.
Among the dead were two college football teams.
On November 14 the Marshall
University football team, coaches,
friends and flight crew were killed. The
airport at which this crash occured is a
third rate airport ill equipped just as 300
of our other airports are. We, as a nation,
spend over 83 million dollars for one
space flight but for some unknown reason
we cannot equip our airports in hope of
avoiding just such accidents as this. An
estimated $150,000 would install instrument landing systems thus making
this a first rate landing strip. If an instrument landing system had been installed earlier this crash and many

others possibly could have been avoided.
Anyone reading this may think it's
rather drastic but I feel qualified and
justified in writing thls-my brother-inlaw was co-captain on the DC-9 that
crashed November 14. I'm not asking for
sympathy or a pat on the back-just
precautions taken to void more accidents
of this nature. If we all are concerned
maybe accidents like this won't happen
again.
Dudley Tucker
208 ATO House

our mistake
The News erroneously published a
column by Marc Spaukung, yesterday,
on a planned University Bookstore
boycott. Spaulding had requested before
Thanksgiving break that the column be
withheld since plans for a boycott had
been discontinued.
The Economic Action Committee is
NOT sponsoring a boycott. The E.A.C.
now plans to work on a Bookstore Advisory Committee. The E.A.C. still urges
those students who feel they have
received unfair treatment not to
patronize the bookstore.
The News
apologizes for the oversight

Let's hear from you!
Write a letter to the editor today!!!!
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Inflation alert sounded
WASHINGTON (API-The
Nixon administration hit hard
yesterday at new gasoline
price boosts, at the proposed
rail wage increase and at the
new auto-wage price pattern.
It is said that these will cost
consumers $2.5 billion a year.
Taking a new tone in its
second inflation alert, the
White House resorted to
"jawboning" - the pressureby-publicity technique it has
avoided heretofore.
The President's Council of
Economic Advisers explained
that while it appears prices
are rising less rapidly,
"nevertheless, the rate of
inflation remains higher than
expected."
At almost the same
moment, Chrysler Corp.

announced a $15 average
increase in its suggested retail
price for most 1971 models.
It was Chrysler's second
increase this year and came
one week after a second-round
boost of $24 by General
Motors.
The shift to easier money
and lower interest rates got a
nudge, meantime, when the
interest rate on governmentinsured home mortgages was
cut from 81J per cent to eight
per cent by the Federal
Housing Administration and
the Veteran Administration.
The inflation alert notified
industry and unions that
government policy now will
"aim more vigorously at
expansion," and warned that
this policy would be hampered

Informers help nob
local drug users
Nvwtphelo by Dov« Elbracht

ALTHOUGH IT is built to be ice resistant,
the fountain in front of the Administration
Building will not be in operation until this

spring. It is basically completed, requiring
only a minor cleanup and inspection.

Giant net undergoes fesfs
to prevent runway crashes
WASHINGTON (APl - A
sort of super-strong, giant
volleyball net and energy
absorber that could prevent
end-of-runway
airliner
disasters like last week's
Anchorage, Alaska, crash is
undergoing final tests this
week.
If no new bugs develop

during the proving at Edwards Air Force Base. Calif.,
the device could be available
to airports in a year, one of its
developers said in an interview.
The aircraft arresting
system has been developed
over the past four years by an
American firm and a French

Alvarez inaugurated
as Mexican president
MEXICO CITY I API-Luis
Echeverria Alvarez took over
as Mexico's 26th constitutionally elected president
yesterday in a colorful
inauguration ceremony in
Mexico City's Chapultepec
Park.
Outgoing President
Gustavo Diaz Ordaz was to
hand the reins of government
over to Alvarez with the
ceremonial presentation of a
green, white and red sash
embroidered in gold by artisans of Tlaxcala State.
Echeverria, who won the
June 5 election by the landslide always given the candidate of the ruling Institutional Revolutionary
Party, promised during his
campaign to continue the
social, agricultural,
educational and industrial
programs of Diaz Ordaz.

He said he would put
special emphasis on agrarian
reform,
expansion
of
education and creation of
100,000 jobs a year for the
booming population.
The Institutional
Revolutionary party, or PRI,
has been continuously in
power 42 years. The consitution prohibits a president
succeeding himself, and
Echeverria was Diaz Ordaz's
secretary of the interior.
Government and business
leaders from the United States
and other nations traveled to
Mexico
City
for
the
maturation.
Echeverria's first
scheduled act as president
was to pay homage with Diaz
Ordaz to Benito Juarez, who
created Mexico's first constitution and defeated Emperor Meximilian and his
French forces.

company with the cooperation
of both nations' governments.
Ironically, a model was on
display in the lobby of the
Federal
Aviation
Administration's headquarters
at the time of the Anchorage
disaster.
In that accident last
Friday, a Vietnam-bound DC8
jetliner ran off the end of the
runway, exploded and burned,
killing 47. Cause has not been
determined.
With the arresting system,
a barrier net linked to the
energy absorbers would have
risen in front of the plane's
nose and wings from a recess
in the runway, trapping it
before it could crash off the
runway's end.
The net was developed by
Aerazur Constructions
Aeronautique of Paris. The

energy absorbers were
developed by All American
Engineering Co. Wilmington,
Del.
Lloyd Weatherly, vice
president of the Wilmington
firm, estimated ihat a single
installation, sufficient to stop
a plane of 1)('8 size, would cost
$500,000 to $600,000. A tandem
system durable enough to stop
a giant 747 would cost about
$800,000.
A major airport with five
runways could require ten of
the devices - one at each end
of each runway.
The firms plan a formal
unveiling of the device in midDecember.
Weatherly said the device
could be triggered by the
airport control tower, the
plane's pilot or automatic
sensors in the runway.

Questionnaires probe
views on government
A Student Council committee
has
sent
out
questionnaires to faculty here
in an attempt to gauge their
feelings toward University
government.
The questionnaire, sent out
by Student Council's Faculty
Committee, asks for faculty
views on their part in
University government and
their feelings toward a
proposed University Senate
form of government.
The University Senate
concept would do away with

three of the current governmental groups here: Faculty
Senate, Graduate Senate and
Student Council and set up one
central body to govern the
University community.
Members of the University
administration and other
University employees would
also be part of the proposed
University Senate.
The
committee
will
compile the results of the
questionnaire and hopefully
have them by the beginning of
the winter quarter.

DORSEYS DRUGS

Music prof to make
cross-country circuit
Ron Eikum, assistant
professor of music at Bowling
Green State University will be
guest tenor soloist at the
University of Idaho, Moscow,
Id., in a holiday presentation
of Handel's Messiah Dec. 13.
Eikum will present a
recital at Washington State
University, Pullman, Wash.,
and will be a participant in a
seminar at that university the
following day, discussing the

that information comes in
spurts, and we've had a lot of
it this fall."
"A lot of people are getting
fed up with the effects drugs
have on them and on their
friends, and have come forward," he explained.
Lt. Fox added that Bowling
Green police have a list of
suspected drug offenders,
again as a result of informers.
"Whenever arrests are
made we get a lot of names,"
noted the officer. "Such lists
are readily available, and are
nothing new. We're not so
concerned with the names of
users, however, as we are with
the names of suppliers."

City Police Lt. William A.
Fox said the recent rash of
drug raids on local apartments is based largely on
increased cooperation of informants.
Lt. Fox cited five drugrelated arrests made during
November and two the month
before. All but one of these
arrests were misdemeanors
for the possession of
hallucinogens, and one felony
for the possession of amphetamines.
He denied that the raids
were the result of a new plan
or method of detection.
"We work at it regularly,"
said Lt. Fox, "but it seems

consumers,
'...This year's large price
increases inevitably expose
the domestic industry and its
employes
to
increased
competition from cars made
overseas "
The inflation alert offered
DO judgment on the three-year
railroad wage package

recommended

. by

a

presidential^ - appointed
board, providing a yearly
increase averaging more than
nine per cent
But it criticized sharply the
emergenc)
board's explanation that Hie pay boosts
were designed to cover an
assumed six per cent annual
increase in the cost of living.

FHA, VA reduce
mortgage interest
WASHINGTON I API -The
Federal
Housing
Administration i FHA i and the
Veterans
Administration
announced yesterday a
reduction in the ceiling on the
interest rate of governmentinsured home mortages from
8'i per cent to eight per cent.
"The sharp decline that
has already taken place in
other interest rates and the
general outlook for rates
finally makes possibly a lower
FHA mortgage ceiling without
causing either an undue rise in
mortgage discounts or undue
disruption in the flow of funds

available to KIIA mortgages,"
said Decretory
George
Roinney of the Department of
Housing
and
Urban
Development
TheS'i per Ctllt ceiling has
been in effect since last Jan. 5.
The lower rate takes effect
immediately. Homney said.
It will apply to all home
mortgage guarantees in the
future but not to the $68 billion
in FHA mortgages already
outstanding
Homney urged local lenders to charge lower rates
than the national ceiling
wherever possible.

STUDENT COUNCIL MEETING
6:30p.m.
405 Student Services
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Foster children

HIM
«*.

to attend lighting

*

of Christmas troo
Twenty foster children will
attend the lighting of the
Christmas tree in front of the
Union under the sponsorship
of Alpha Phi Omega, national
service fraternity, and Alpha
Gamma Delta, social sorority.
Following the lighting
ceremony the children will be
treated to a party at the Alpha
Gamma Delta house. The
party will include a visit from
' Santa Claus and the reading of
"The Night Before Christmas" along with many games
and prizes.
The children involved are
from sevel foster families in
the local area and their ages
range from four to ten.

throughout the economy,"
would force costs and prices
upward.
Leonard Woodcock,
president of the United Auto
Workers, said the Council's
criticism of the new pact is not
well founded, and he claimed
it is not inflationary'.
The initial price boosts on
the 1971 cars were about 6 per
cent, the report noted, and
GM's additional increases to
cover the new wage costs has
added 0.7 per cent.
The Council went on:
• • \n increase of six to
seven per cent in the price of
passenger automobiles would
add about VI billion to the total
cost to dealers and possibly
$2.5 billion to the cost to

All Interested Students
Are Invited to Come!

500 E. Wooster
"By The Tracks

works of the composer Robert
Schumann and the poet
Heinrich Heine.
A graduate of the
University of Idaho, Eikum is
currently a doctoral candidate
at Indiana
University,
Blooming ton, Ind.
He joined the Bowling
Green faculty in 1967 and has
had leading roles in operatic
productions both _on and off
campus.

by a continuing, spiraling race
between management and
labor for higher profits and
pay.
"If everyone in his turn
gets as big a wage or price
increase as the biggest obtained by others during the
height of the inflation, the
inflation will go on endlessly.''
the White House advisers
warned.
The Council spotlighted the
nl and transit industries, twoprice system of the copper
industry, and wage boosts by
the airlines, which it said have
damaged the profitability of
that industry.
By implication, th? Council
criticized the states of Texas
and Louisiana for following oil
production policies which hold
down supplies and supporl the
recent price increase.
Gasoline prices shot up
nearly 16 per cent in the week
ended Nov. 17. following a
wave of crude oil price boosts,
the Council said.
But the Council, which has
opposed any form of voluntary
or direct federal intervention
in price-wage decisions,
emphasized that it was not
passing judgment on whether
any specific wage or price
increases were justified.
The Council said the threeyear General Motors wage
settlement, which ended a 67day strike by the United Auto
Workers, "if generalized
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with the Food Drive
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Teamsters, UAW consider move

Unions may rejoin AFL-CIO
WASHINGTON (AP) Informed labor sources are
voicing strong speculation
that the nation's two largest
unions-Teamsters and Auto
Workers-will rejoin the AFLCIO, possibly within a year.
Such a move would being
virtually all major unions
under one roof for the first
time in nearly 1$ years, forming a massive organization
o( 17 million workers.
Nothing is official, and
hitches could develop, but
sources point to a number of
major considerations.
One is the desire for
stronger labor unity in the
face of what union leaders
view as a basically hostile
Republican administration in
the White House-despite

friendly overtures from
President Nixon.
Another is the death last
May of the Auto Workers'
president, Walter Reuther,
who left the AFL-CIO two
years ago in a personality
clash with its venerable
president, 76-year-old, George
Meany.
Reuther's successor,
Leonard Woodcock, is said to
have privately opposed the
break and has been friendly
with Meany since he took
over.
The loss of the 1.6 million
member Auto Workers was a
big one in both money and
manpower for the AFL-CIO,
reducing its total membership
to the present 13.6 million
workers in 121 unions.

Another sign viewed as
highly
significant
was
Meany's recent friendly
meeting with the Teamsters'
acting president, Frank E.
Fitzslmmona, the first such
high-level conference since
the Teamsters were kicked
out of the AFL-CIO on
corruption charges in 1967.
The key to whether Meany
would Invite the 2-milllonmember Teamsters back is
whether imprisoned James R.
Hoffa is finally squeezed out
as Teamsters president next
July.
The betting is that he will
be, paving the way for the
return of the Teamsters to the
AFL-CIO fold after nearly 15
years as an outcast.

Nixon to revive charges
against former senator
WASHINGTON (API -The
Nixon administration has
tossed the Supreme Court a
hot potato in trying to revive
bribery charges against
former Sen. Daniel B.
Brewster of Maryland.
The question is whether all
members of Congress base
immunity from prosecution
for corrupt official action*
A federal judge who ordered Brewster's indictment
dismissed in October said the
Constitution's -speech and

debate" clause gives blanket
immunity.
Congress, by expanding in
1962 pre-Civil War criminal
law to include its own members, and the Justice
Department, in appealing to
the court Monday, contend the
Constitution is not that kind of
a shield.
The answer is likely to
mine from the court in the
brewster case and possibly In
a follow-up case Involving
Rep. John Dowdy, (D-Tex).
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Fitzsimmons is believed
the frontrunner to be named
Teamsters' president In 'his
own right if Hoffa still is in
prison on his jury-tampering
and mail-fraud convictions, or
is ruled legally ineligible for
re-election.
Meany has sworn the
Teamsters never will be taken
back while Hoffa is president.
The first sign of the reaffillation of the labor giants
reportedly will be a move by
the International Chemical
Workers Union to quit the
Alliance for I,abor Action
formed by the Teamsters and
Auto Workers and rejoin the
AFL-CIO.
If they decide to rejoin, it is
expected the AFL-CIO will
take them back with none of
the bitter name-calling that
marked
the
Chemical
Workers' expulsion last year.

Firemen receive

A year ago Brewster was
indicted on five charges of
accepting $24,500 from the
Washington lobbyist of a
Chicago mail-order concern to
influence his vote on
legislation concerning unsolicited ina.l.
Two months ago, U.S.
District Court Judge George
I.. Hart Jr. dismissed all the
charges, basing his ruling
entirely on Article I, Section 6,
of the Const' tution, which says
members of Congress "shall
not be questioned in any other
place" for any "speech or
debate."

diplomas today
Fifteen northern Ohio
firemen will be graduated
from the state's first "fire
training
school"
in
ceremonies to be conducted at
10 a.m. today in the Wayne
Room, Union.
The graduates have spent
the past month on the
University campus completing a 160-hour course to
meet new state requirements
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Most labor observers view
the Alliance, Ruether's
brainchild, as quietly going
out of business by tacit
agreement of the Teamsters
and the new Auto Workers
leadership.
"Since Reuther died, it
died," one source said of the
Alliance.
One source summed up the
speculation
like
this:
"I think the Chemical
Workers will reaffiliate with
the AFLCIO next February. I
wouldn't be surprised to see
the Auto Workers reaffiliate
about the same time, or
maybe later, in the spring. As
far as the Teamsters go, if
Hoffa gets out of jail and is
still president, there is no
chance of their reaffiliating.
"But if not, I would guess
they could be back in the AFLCIO by next fall."
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for permanent positions on
their respective fire departments.
The training program is
sponsored by Ohio's Department of Education and the
University's office of continuing education.
Dr. Ray Endres, director of
continuing education at the
University, and Frank Potts,
coordinator of fire service
training for northwest Ohio
will present the diplomas to
the graduates.
Also expected to attend the
ceremonies are Senator
Howard C. Cook and Rep.
Charles Kurfess, speaker of
the Ohio House. Both are
supporters of the new state
requirements.
According to Bowling
Green fire chief Howard
Nutter, who was instrumental
in initiating the training
school at Bowling Green, area
fire chiefs hope to establish a
continuing training school at
the University, offering four
or five-month-long courses
each year.
The new state law requires
all new firemen appointed to
permanent positions with a
fire department to complete
160 hours of basic training.
The school offers instruction
in chemistry of fire, use of fire
pumps and hoses, rescue and
radiation hazards.
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OMINOUS LOOKING CLOUDS mask the sun and darken the bones
of an old windmill in a winter scene in Northeast Iowa. The picture
was taken shortly before sunset on a farm near Tripoli, Iowa.

Dayton editor recommends
city government revisions
COLUMBUS (AP) - Jim
Fain, editor of the Dayton
Daily News, told a joint
meeting of Ohio county
commissioners and engineers
yesterday that they must
make "traumatic changes" in
local government.
Fain said the nation faces
"the greatest political crisis
the country has known,"
particularly in metropolitan
areas.
He said small, "politically
possible" changes in local
governmental institutions had
either been blocked or proved
ineffective, and suggested
more drastic measures.
Fain suggested scrapping
Ohio's 88 counties and
replacing them with new units
of local government
Boundary lines of the new
districts should be drawn to
separate high population
densities from low ones, he
said.
He said each district should
have its own "governor" and
legislature and be given "the
right to tax and govern" with
responsibilities carefully
separated from those of the
state.

Fain admitted his proposal
had little chance of implementation, but urged the
commissioners to think in
terms of other sweeping
changes that might be
possible.
State Rep. Jim Thorpe, an
Alliance attorney
who
preceded
Fain on the
program, warned the commissioners and engineers to
examine any state tax reform
proposals to determine their
implications for county
governments.
Thorpe said the two areas
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in which reform proposals
should be most carefully
examined are "collection and
distribution."
He said in Cuyahogfi
County it costs the county
government $1.8 million each
year to collect real estate
taxes.
"Your county general fund
just can't stand it any longer,"
he said.
'
Thorpe also said county
governments would have to be
careful that they got their
share of any new taxes'
established.

Gov. Rhodes advocates
3-year degree program
COLUMBUS (AP) - Gov.
James A. Rhodes yesterday
said
he
thought
undergraduate degrees should
be awarded after three years
of college.
Rhodes noted that Ohio
State University's College of
Medicine
has
reduced
classroom time of aspiring
physicians from nine to six
years.
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"I see no reason why a B A
degree can't be awarded after
three years," Rhodes said. "I
think it will come in tune. We
have to get the boy and girl
productive as soon as
possible."
Rhodes said the constant
increase in higher education
costs is especially tough on
middle and lower income
groups.
Knocking off a year of the
time required for a degree
would cut higher education
costs by 25 per cent
Rhodes, who will be
leaving office Jan. 11, has no
plans to offer bis proposal to
the Ohio Board of Regents or
the legislature.
"It's just something I've
been kicking around for eight
years," Rhodes said.
He
predicted such a cutback
would provide another savings
by limiting building needs.

^

DETROIT (AP) - Chrysler
Corp. yesterday announced an
average increase of $15 In Its
manufacturer's suggested
retail prices for its 1971
passenger cars - the second
increase announced by
Chrysler this year.
Applied to many of
Chrysler's cars, the increase
takes effect today.
The hike, half of one per
cent, brought the average
Increase of Chrysler can for
1971 to $119, or 4.1 per cent,
Chrysler reported. The earlftr
hike over 1970 car prices was
announced in September.
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Volpe unveils 'Railpax' plan
WASHINGTON (AP) Secretary of Transportation
John A. Volpe has unveiled a
tentative plan for a railway
network connecting 14 major
cities and intermediate points
in a revitallzation of
passenger train service.
The plan is part of a
congressionally - approved
program to improve routes
not wanted by the railroads.

The
National
Railroad
Passenger Corp. will take
control of the unwanted runs
May 1.
The coast-to-coast network
is intended to both improve
service and make the corporation a profit, Volpe said.
Some 90 per cent of all
railroads are expected to turn
over their passenger service

Marchal sisters make
college a 'family affair'
By Judy Tarjany 1

News Service
School is like a "home
away from home" for Carol,
Darlene, Diane and Pat
Marchal, four sisters from
Fort Loramie who are all
students here.
"Students usually go away
to school to get away from
home." said Darlene. junior,
(Ed.), and Diane's twin, "but
my family moved here with
me!"
The four sisters come from
a family of nine, seven girls
and two boys. Their father
works a 200-arre dairy farm at
home where two sisters and
two brothers still live. Their
mother died three years ago.
All four are putting
themselves through school
with the help of part-time jobs,
bank and National Student
Defense loans, and scholarships.
Pat, freshman, (Ed.),
admitted that earning their
own money is hard, but said,
"We manage." She works in a
residence hall cafeteria and
has a scholarship.
Darlene, who also is employed in a cafeteria, said she
"wouldn't have it any other
way. Everything we've had
we have worked for and I'm
sure we appreciate It more."
The sisters agree that
being on the same campus
doesn't present any problems.
"It's great/' said Carol,
senior, (Ed.). "Last year the
three of us lived in the same
dorm. Once in a while It got
hectic because we kept
pestering each other, but it
was good when one of us
needed someone to talk to."
"Having three of your
sisters on campus can be quite
confusing sometimes,
especially when someone
remarks, 'I saw your sister

Ami<""it»d Pratt Wlraphoto

TRANSPORTATION SECRETARY John A.
Vole explains the 16 routes of the national
rai transportation system to be operated by

a newly-authorized semi-public corporation. Map in background shows the
basic system's 14 terminal cities.

'One-of-a-kind' movie stars
BG's electron microscope
Two filn nuikers have just
finished a novie that stars
Bowling Green
State
University! $30,000 electron
microscopt
Dr. Rihard E. Crang.
associate pofessor of biology,
and Jack /. Ward, instructor
in instrucbnal media at the
University collaborated on
Bowling Creen's 45-minute
move that)ust may be one-ofa-kind.
The elttron microscope,
which plas the leading role,
can magify objects 90,000
times nurial sire. According

to Dr. Crang, if one could see a
single strand of human hair
under the microscope it would
appear twice as large as New
York's Holland Tunnel.
The film is entitled
"Biological Procedures in
Electron Microscopy" and
explains the laboratory
procedures used in working
with the scope. The 16mm
black-and-white film was
filmed in the life Science
Building during weekends and
week nights.
Dr. Crang noted that the
main reason for making the

film was the lack of other
instructional films explaining
the use of the microscope.
The electron microscope,
because of its magnifying
ability, requires special
preparation of biological
specimens.
A specimen
cannot be more than 20millionths of an inch thick in
order for the microscope to
function.
Dr. Crang said the film
explains the preparation of
biological material by means
of chemically fixing the
specimen and embedding it in

Space researchers to test
ceiulose as food product
An ecnomically feasible
way of converting waste
material into food has been
discovert! under a program
directed by the National
Aeronauts and Space Adminis tratin.
The pogrom involves the
conversin of the world's most
plentifulsolid organic waste
material cellulose, into a
protein ood product. The
research is being done at
NASA's Mississippi Test
Facility. In the past the
Mississipi complex has been
used forrocket testing.
Food produced from the
waste naterlal appears as
light brwn power in its usable
state. X this time the process

costs only about 10 cents per
pound of protein food, which is
less expensive than leaf
protein, skim milk or fish
protein concentrate.
At at time when the growth
oC*fet} populationthreatens to
surpass the ability to produce
food, little trouble is anticipated in finding a use for
the new product.
The kinds of pollution
which contain
cellulose
number in the hundreds. They
accumulate from activities
such as lumbering and grain
harvesting, while wastes such
as paper, rags, boxes, wood,
grass and leaves are very high
in cellulose content.
In the United States more
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*ound Trip Air Fare only $185.00.
New York to London, London to New York.
December 22nd to January 4th.
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Greot Britain (Summer Only). Discounts,
Charter Flights and various other services.
Information, Anglo Americo Association,
60A, Pyle St. Newport, ,LW , England.
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than 250 million tons or so of
cellulose waste accumulate
each year from agricultural
sources.
A pilot plant using the new
process has been converting
the waste from a sugar mill
into protein food.
Called
bagosse, the waste produce is
transported to the pilot plant
in large bales. This project
was started in 1968 with the
dual purpose of finding
methods of reducing pollution
and increasing the worlds food
supply.
By
applying
space
research, NASA has apparently taken a big step
forward in solving two of the
world's biggest problems.

plastic. The film also shows
the newly-developed freezeetching method which involves the splitting open of
cells, allowing the biologist to
see its surface edges.
Through animation and
diagrams the biologists
illustrate what is happening in
the electron microscope as it
does its job. According to Mr.
Ward it would be impossible to
actually film the magnifying
process since a beam of
atomic particles is focused
upon a specimen inside the
seven-foot high microscope.
Following an advanced
showing of the film at the 28th
annual meeting of the
National Electron Microscope
Society of America in
Houston, Texas, earlier this
fall, both Mr. Ward and Dr.
Crang received requests for
the movie. As yet, copies of
the film have not been
produced but Dr. Crang has
indicated attempts are being
made to make it available.
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today.' I always have to ask
which one!" Darlene commented.
However, she admitted it
was a distinct advantage when
it came to buying books and
getting rides home.
Due to a different housing
situation, the four see each
other less this year, but they
do try to keep in touch. Pat
and Darlene sometimes have
a chance to talk in the dining
hall where they both work and
Carol and Darlene who live in
apartments across the street
from one another, can
frequently visit.
"This is the first year
we've been paying our own
expenses completely," said
Diane, sophomore, (Ed.),
"Dad paid some before and we
do intend to reimburse him for
that. We try not to go to him
unless the loan runs out of
we're down to the nittygritty," she added.
The girls' two oldest sisters
also attended the University
but they explained that this
had little to do with their own
choice.
"We came here
primarily
because
opportunities for financial aid
are good," Darlene said.
"Also, we're all in education
and knew of the quality of
Bowling Green's department," Pat added.
Carol is a home economics
major and the others are in
elementary educttion.
Will the University become
a Marchal family tradition?
"It's too early to tell yet," the
sisters said.

to the corporation, known as
Railpax.
The proposed network
would have terminals in the
West at Seattle, San Francisco
and Los Angeles; in the East
In New York, Buffalo, Boston
and Washington; in the South
in Houston, New Orleans and
Miami; and would include the
mid-western cities of St.
Louis, Cincinnati, Chicago and
Detroit.
Intermediate cities will be
added as stops only when the
Railpax directors decide the\
should be.
Volpe estimated 105 million
people will have access to the
trains, ISO of which will be
running daily. The.e are 270
passenger
trains
now
operating, he said.
Congress, the Interstate
Commerce Commission,
management, labor and
others have 30 days to comment on the proposed system.
Meanwhile in Washington,
four railroad unions have set a
nationwide rail strike for 12:01
a.m. Dec. 10 unless they win a
settlement on wages and
working conditions for nearly
500,000 workers.
"We hope to be able to
settle it without a strike but we
are going to be prepared,"
President Charles Luna of the

United Transportation Union
said of strike plans. "We
could get them out in a matter
of hours."
The strike threat was the
first by Luna's union, the
Brotherhood of Maintenance
of Way Employes and the
Hotel and Restaurant Employes, and moved up by one
day the earlier Dec. 11 strike
date of the Brotherhood of
Railway Clerks. The Clerks'
union agreed to the new strike
data.
The four AFL-CIO unions
have rejected as not enough
an industry offer of the biggest
wage package in rail history,
$1.32 per hour over three years
for workers whose current pay
is variously estimated at
averages between S3 45 and
S3.60 hourly.
The unions said work rule
changes demanded by the
industry in exchange for the
wage hikes would cut
thousands of jobs, speed up
the work pace and force many
men to uproot their families
and move to other cities.
The unions also want costof-living protection, improved
vacations, holidays and other
benefits. The railroads offered only improved insurance protection as a fringe
benefit.

Everyone
Be There!

Come to the
Annual Christmas
Tree Lighting
Wednesday Dec. 2
6:30
at the Union Oval

THE BROTHERS OF

DELTA
TAU
DELTA
INVITE YOU TO AN
OPEN HOUSE
7-9p.m.
WED. DEC. 2

BEER
TALK

by Ed McMahon
hi which the camliilconnoisseur answers questions
uhoul Beer, anil the drinking of same.
DEAR ED: I'm burned up because
after a weekend romp in the woods.
I forgot to put a leftover 6-pak
of Budwciscr in the refrigerator.
Everybody says you can't chill beer
twice, so what should I do'.'
FUMING
DEAR FUMING: rirst.
cool off, pal. Then cool
off that Bud. to your
heart's content (or
about 40").
There's no problem,
because a really good
beer like Budweiser
is just as good when
you ice it twice.
But I can't resist
mentioning that there is an
easy way to avoid the situation altogether.
Just make sure there's no Bud left over

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

Call 354-7731 or 352-0785
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name of a White House staff
member has been mentioned
as a possible victim."
Neither Hoover nor any
other government official has,
then or since, identified the
White House aide referred to
by the FBI chief.
However, the fact that
Kissinger has been furnished
with an extraordinary federal
body guard was seen as a
strong indication that there
are genuine fears within
government that he might be
kidnap target.
Kissinger probably carries
in his head more sensitive
security secrets than any
other man in the White House,
perhaps even including the
President.
Press secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler was asked if any other
members of Nixon's staff had

If ewer this
mad, mad, mad, r
mad world
needed «i*v «

IT'S NOW!

■MT NMXETT TEHRY-THOMAS
ETHEL MERMAN JONATHAN WINTERS

STANLEY KRAMER

ITS A MAD,
MAD. MAD.
MAD WORLD"

JUST AN AVERAGE
BUNCH OF AMERICANSOR ARE THEY?
NOW SHOWING

fC?net*d-2'
■JOE*

'i can't say anything about
that, for obvious reasons."
It was widely reported last
month, when Kissinger went
to the Soviet mission to the
United Nations in New York

for meetings with Soviet
foreign
minister
Andrei
Gromvko and ambassador
Anatoly Debrinin that he was
accompanied by a Secret
Service agent
Kissinger has been seen
with an agent dogging his
footsteps on a number of

Ai 7 20 & v ?0
Sal. ft. Sun. Mai.
Al 2.20 & 4 40

is EASILY THI? "MIDNIGHT COWBOY"
OF THfc YEA*

This is the performance
the whole country's
talking about!
"A BEAUTIFUL PERFORMANCE. THE
CAST IS NOTHING SHOIT OF PERFECT!^

occasions since then.
Since the Secret Service
normally does not accord
personal
protection
to
members of the President's
staff, it was believed Nixon
himself must have directed
the posting of the Kissinger
bodyguard.

COLUMBUS (AP) - The
possibility of a special session
of the 108th General Assembly
to redraw congressional
districts
arose
again
yesterday despite the fact
Gov. James A. Rhodes earlier
discarded the idea.
Rhodes' chief aide, John
McElroy, said he would
rcommand the session if a
breakdown of census figures is
available by Dec. 10. Rhodes
usually accepts his recommendations.
Census
figures
were
released
in
Washington
Monday, but so far there is no
breakdown by city wards or
townships, McElroy
noted.
The figures are needed in
redrawing districts, he said.
Gov. elect John J. Gilligan
has threatened court action to
stop any redistricting by

Several
Republican
congressmen
want
the
redistricting done
before
Gilligan and a reduced
Republican majority in the
legislature go into office next
month.
If the redistricting is not
done until next year, Gilligan
could veto any plan that he felt
favored Republicans over
Democrats.
The GOP will not have the
necessary votes in the new
legislature to override a veto.
Rhodes two weeks ago said
the idea of a special session
was dead.
At the time, he
indicated census figures
would not be available.
Redistricting is done by the
legislature,
but
reapportionment
of
state
legislative districts is done by
a five-man board, controlled
by
Democrats.
Those

B.G.S.U. Blankets,
100% Acrilan Acrylic
,,

Twin Bed Size ( 66 x90")
Regular S14 95 value

tf.ftrt$9.95

for only

BIG RECORD SALE!!
Populor Classical and Opera

From $1.49 to $3.99
Modern Library Gift Books

ACROSS
1 Fragrant
flowers.
« Un deep
water.
10 Definite
article.
14 I:«K-SIKI|1III.

5a Business
drop-off.
58 Symbol of
Christmas.
60 State firmly,
(it Low voice.
62 Compound
ether.
63 Confused
state.
64 t'seless
growth.
05 Considers.

15 Pick out.
Hi Circle of
light

17 I'rying
instrument.
IK Threw back
rays.
211 Before.
21 Angered.
23 1'assinirt.s.

1

24 Hills .nut

Aide to recommend
redistricting session

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
NOW AVAILABLE
t AT THE *
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

4world"
SPENCER THACY MICKEY R00NEV
DICK SHAWN
MILTON BERLE
PHIl SILVERS

been given Secret Service
protection. His reply:

Republicans.

mad,
mad,/ .

1
2
3
4
5
6

By Aane Hallnran

Kissinger has body guard
WASHINGTON (AP) • At
toast one member of President
Nixon's top White House staff
has quietly been given Secret
Service
protectionpresumably to guard against
any possible kidnap attempt.
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger,
Nixon's assistant for national
security affairs, has had a
Secret Service body guard for
more than a month, it was
learned Tuesday.
Just last week. Director J.
Edgar Hoover of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation told a
Senate appropriations subcommittee that a militant
antiwar group was plotting to
kidnap a White House aide or
other public official.
"The plotters," he said,
"are concocting a scheme to
kidnap a highly placed
government official.
The

DOWN
Function.
Above.
Conserve.
Summer: Fr.
Thoughtful.
TVs
"Green —."
7 Prosecuted.
8 Sprite.
9 Everyone.
10 Implied.
11 Cabins.
12 Region.
13 Small boys.
19 Occurrence.
22 Decay.
24 Algonquin
Indian.
25 Ventures.
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FBI fearful of kidnaping plots
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Fruit juice
drink.
Horses.
Danger
Nevertheless.
River
islands.
Welcomes.
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Sea eagles.
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weight.
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stitches.
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Solution to Yesterday's Puiile
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CRYPTOGRAM — By Edward SJ.loyd
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TO?
DO •
TODaY

31 Had knowledge.
32 — pointe.
33 Small wild
ducks.
35 A la —.
38 Police
entrance.
39 Profound.
41 Young
women.
42 Ironed.

"'

Liable.

boundaries will stand 10
years.
Theoretically,
congressional
redistricting
can be done any time the
legislature wants to.
McElroy said he is in
constant touch with the
Census Bureau on the city
ward-township
breakdown.
He said the bureau expected to
have figures by Dec. IS.
"I told them that was too
late for a special session,"
McElroy said. "They asked if
Dec. 10 was soon enough, and I
told them if I knew we would
have the figures on the day I
would recommend a special
session," he added. "That's
where the matter stands

29 Inlay.
30 Billows.

7

M

Song for
two.

26 Russian
mountains.
27 Secure with
rope.
28 Eat away.
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Yesterday's cryptogram: Moat childrn and
many adults consider baby chickens nd
ilnrks adorable.

1
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DELTA PSI KAPPA
Continues
its
annual
canned goods and clothing
drive to aid needy families in
the Bowling Green area. Pick
up stations will be located in
the Women's Building and all
women's residence halls.

SOCIOLOGY FORUM

LIFE

Will hold an open symposium at 4 p.m. in the Alumni
Room of the Union. Dr. F. R.
Risher will speak on ecology.

WIU hold a brief meeting at
8 p.m. in 112 Life Science
Building to discuss a planned
petition drive.
All students
welcome.

YOGA WORKSHOP

SIGMA PHI

Will be held in the Counseling Center 320 Student
Services from 1 to 3 p.m.

Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Taft Room of the Union for
final petition formulation.

8:15 p.m. The pogram will
feature guest solrsts and will
include selections ruin Bach's
Christmas Oratio

INDUSTRIAL E1UCATION
TECHNOIJGY
ASSOCIAION

BAROQUE TRIO
Will perform in the Recital
Hall of the School of Music at

WIZARD OF ID

Will meet in 2f Industrial
Education Buildig at 8:30
p.m.

by Brant parker and John*/ hart

'' Cr? YOU THINK
THE KJN* vvyuu
7SLL THE PEASANT*
HE /MAPE A Mt&KC

TfiEiK TAXE'r.r,

Kegularly J2.95 to $4.95

NOW $1.49 to $2.49
VISIT THE

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building

CLaSSIFIED

eiL.AiZ,£

-JUDITH CRIST

"BOYLE IS SUPERB. HE PERFORMS WITH AS
MUCH HARSH POWER AS THE YOUNG BRANDO
AND IS FUNNIER THAN BRANDO COULD
EVER HOPE TO IE!"-TIME MAGAZINE
"AN OSCAR NOMINATION FOR PETER BOYLE!"*
-TALK OF THE TOWN

I "PETER BOYLE GIVES ONE OF THE
MOST STUNNING SCREEN PERFORMANCES
OF THE YEAR!' '-WASHINGTON STAR
I wBOYLE'S PERFORMANCE IS AN OCCASION
FOR CHEERINGP'-PHrtAOElPHIA DAILY NEWS

I «•••* PETER BOYLE IS MAGNIFICENT!**
^^

-CHICAGO SUN TIMES

HELD OVER
THIRD
WEEK t

Eve at 7:00 & 9:20
Sat & Sun Mat. Only
at 4:30

Political Turmoil-Riot-Slums
Prostitution-Dope..
Put Them All
Together And You've Got...
UwwRetlMweM

I

wus»

<uc=C^i)c_.*»

TWBT.Newt
M I'altrntt> Hall

BUSINESS
AU rlawlltrd ad* Bill bf PORTUNIT1ES
MibmlttMi la penes al (he mi
NEWS eWre. Proper Uaa- Married? We have Part-Time
tor husband and
Iiricalieo ma-l alio be ut*run»c
wife Irani call aflrr t. 353-1SS4
prrt+altrd.
Rate-.: I ** per liae per day Z
Umrt maalnmin. average el S STUDENT EMPIOYMENT
in Yellowstone and all U.S.
word* per llae.
Deadllaev: % p.m. iwe d*>* National Parks Booklet tells
where and bow to apply Send
before dale al pabHrarJaa.
IV BG Newt reaervet the 13 00 Arnold Agency. 206 East
right 1* r-dil or reject an> Mam Resburg. Idaho B440
clatilfltd
advert Isenrni Moneyback guarantee.
■jhaal
Pruilrd rrran watrb la Ike INKSTONF. Undergraduate
Nen' iptalu drier Irom tar Literary Magaiine Wants
valar af tar advrrtbrmril your Poems, Stories. Art
will be rrrtsNad free ol rbar|r WRITE NOW Prises Awarded
a reparMI la pema »lihl. u Submission Deaduna Dae. 4101 I' 11 Please type entries
k«ir> d aaallciUoo datr.
Name k Address of Back
RIDES
Round trip to Va i Washington
D.C.) or near Blacksburg (or
Christmas vacation 4 return.
Will Pay 2-1331
DF.SPERATE!
RIDE
AVAILABLE
to
BOSTON X-MAS Must Share
1352-0**
Ride DESPARATELY needed
to Cleveland Airport Thursday
Dec 10. Call Wendy 372-3235
WlUPayCoaU!

"joe"
A funny and terrifying motion picture
if ewer there was one.

PAIR
JOANNE ANTHONY
NEWMAN WOODWARD PERKINS

WUSA
("•TuMXf OONGOftOO\ MCMAfi arOTeSONJ*

. .mMu* uattus-v

Call Al al 3MJ»;i REWARD

RIDERS
NEEDED
to
Chicago, Wisconsin, or
Minnesota Final Week
Contact Wade at 353-79*1
before 11:00 p.m.
Wanted a ride to Toronto area
after December 8th Phone
271-1117
LOST

FOUND

LOST: University of Montana
class ring, elate of 1170 B A.

Part-Time Help Male or
Female Call after 5. D3-t74t
PUSHERS WANTED: BIG
MONEY. NO RISK.opportunity for students to sell
top line Electronic Equipment-Components. Tape
Players. Cassette Recorders
Etc Such names as Scott,
Sherwood. Empire, Roberts.
and many more. All current
Items, and too per cant
guarenteed. Here Is a chance
to earn BIG MONEY with no
inventory.
Buy at oar
Wholesale Prices!
Send
Name, address. School, and
all Pertinent information, will
he sent to you Alexander k
Assodsues p.o Boa. 2314*
Columbus Ohio 43223
HOMEWORKERS
BADLY
NEEDED-Address envelopes
in spare time MINIMUM of
•14 par 1000 Send stamped
envelope for immediate Free
details to MAILCO, MO Jonas.
Suite 27, S.F. Canf 94101

FOR SM£ OR RKNT
HOIJDAY WEDDING'-atlU
tune to gel rings and things
made by Philip Morton. 110 W
Vaart*.
'S2 Corvette-new bres. rebuilt
drive-train with Hurst shifter
nice-*>» Call 352-1502 alter
J:00
FALCON MARCHING BAND
RECORDS music bldg 1300
Marine Corps Uniforms for
Sale Blues Green Fatigues
Call 3S2-07BJ after 5
'87 Mustang Hardtop olive
black 309VI automatic radio
clean 11350 Ph. 351-7773 after 3
VATAN'S 114 S. Maln-10
percent off everything thru
Dec. 12 Unique gifts from 11.00

J5

New A.R Amp.-ltO watt FuUy
gtd old Call 35M7I0--Urry
12-struig Conrad guitar. 3 yrs.
Old O.l 352-6263
FOR SALE Police coat sttw
44 women's suede fringed vest
Barb 2-1710
Coming tomorrow LaSalle's
CHRISTMAS COLLEGE
NIGHT-See tomorrow'a BG
News for complete details
tl VW Radio, snow bres BOO
354-4105
M Mustang hardtop. »M
barrel. "1", 4 and.. I ownjr.
No accidents a good car
Phone 353-5170 p m. hours
Better Business MachinesTypewriters, adders and
calculators Sates service and
rentals 87 S Main 351-7710
dally til I p m Sat. til 5.

Bamrtts AnQqurs and Gifts 2 bedroom house for t or 4
E Gypsy lane and Campbell students Phone 3S3-4S4) aller
Hill 10 percent to students or 4 p.m.
Phone
152-5194
Wanted: Hip couple toftharr
Single Room-Available I3I bedroom house. kBrried
winter-spring quarters for or Unmarried Call J4-5064
male student. Near Campus
Call
1)1-1)11 Female to share 2 bedroym 4girl apt start Jan 1. M per
Wanted to Rent
1 student month call 3S2-7S15
needs turn. apt. for wlntse qtr.
Brand new two bedroomlurn
(all 352-7041 after 5
apt. available Dec. 15. Call
Wanted 1 girl to sublet 171-3071 or contact Nadlove
apartment winter quarter Call Realty
JS2-0U2
M-Roommate Needed-wtiter
Needed-One
female
to ft spring Varsity Square 353sublease apartment winter 4004
qtr. Call Charlotte 352-7724
PERFECT APART. »0R
For Rent-Apt tor 1 close to ONE GIRL HURRY OR
campus
Call
352-1252 YOU'LL MISS IT! PHONE
352-7131 or 351-7311
Female
Senior needs
apartment for winter and Need 2 fern roomie WinOrop
spring quarter Call 354-2791 Becky or Beth 351-CK2
Needed one male to sublease
Apt MO All utilities paid Call
Bob 351-7151

PERSONALS

Roommates wanted in Winthrop S. Call 152-4352

Choices" Questions*
Feelings'
Conflict' Counseling Center 110 Student
Services

One male roommate needed
for winter quarter at
Greenview Call 352-001*

Your pins look great Debbi ft
Joyce. Maybe someday'
Alpha Chi knre-your pkdgrs

Teacher needs 1 F rmmt. by
Dae. 1 prefer teacher or grad
362-0017 after 5

SHUGGY. Lave fun in Florida
AL
BtNO

NEEDED:
Female Roommate-Student pre! gradVarsity Sq. Winter and spring
Karen »4-7ai or 200A-LSB

Jan-Two pas are better than
one' Congrats on your SAE
plnning-AX love-your pledge
sisters

Local Legion Hall for rent at
City Park Cell 3544275

HO-HO-HO SeeyouSalurdS)
at Ha KAPPA SIGMA XMAS
PARTY S. CLAUS

2-Femalea needed to sub-lent
apartment MO month, Call 2547711 bans sen 10 a.m.-7 pjn.

You are beautiful Leslie. Got
High for the X-MAS Party
Seiner Freund

Tht BG News. Wedneadoy,, Dtcombor 2, 1970/Pagt 7

Seeks flexible airport criteria

Aviation chief chides FAA
COLUMBUS, (AP) - The
Federal
Aviation
Administration (FAA) needs to
be more flexible in its criteria
for new airports, Ohio's
director of aviation, Norman
J. Crabtree, said yesterday.
Crabtree noted that Ohio
has built 63 airports for a total
of $6.2 million since 1965
without any help from the
federal government
In contrast, the city of
Columbus and the FAA paid
$6.5 million for just one airport-Bolton Field, developed
to relieve traffic at busy Port
Columbus.
"They've got to be more
flexible if they're going to get
the most for their dollar,"
says Crabtree.
He cited
several examples.
The FAA. he noted, buys the
land for a new airport, while
the state requires local people
to buy the land and pay for

INTENSE LOOKS APPEAR on the faces of Bob Arnold (left) and
Jim Burton as they rehearse the University Theater production of
Lanford Wilson's play, "The Rimers of Eldritch." The production
focuses on a dying town and the people who live in it.

Co-op to sell food,
display student art
Tired of sending away for
health foods?
Fed up with searching for a
store that sells underground
newspapers?
Looking for a place to
display student art work?
Then Bowling Green's first
health food cooperative store,
scheduled to open by midDecember, is for you.
The store named "Food
For Thought," will be located
at lit W. Wooster St. in a
building formerly occupied by
Philip Morton, Contemporary

away for health foods, Saba
"This will be a student said.
The store will also sell
operation run for the community," explained Mike underground newspapers and
Saba, one of the organizers of other types of newspapers and
. magazines not available in
the cooperative.
The store will sell foods other area stores.
grown without the aid of
In addition, the cooperative
chemical
fertilizers
or will be an outlet for student art
pesticides. Foods available work, poetry, fiction and other
will include stone-ground literature.
flour, brown rice, honey, fried
"This is a pretty exciting
prospect," Saba said. "As a
fruit and similar items.
Previously, Bowling Green student cooperative it will be
residents were forced to travel an alternative to what we have
to stores in Toledo or send now which is virtually nothing
at high prices."
Memberships
in the
cooperative are available for
$10 and will permit students to
make purchases at a discount
price.
Students may purchase
memberships today through
which followed the football Friday from 1 to S p.m. in
game, and in connection with University Hall or by conthe looting of the Stadium tacting Saba. 354-6054, or Rich
Schager, 354-1334.
Shop.
Michael Holtvoight and
Gary Ashurst, both 20-yearold students from Dayton,
pleaded innnocent to charges
of forcible entry into a safety
depository box.
Jeweler.

denies 3 charges

One of those who entered a
plea, Thomas Maris Kishman,
21, of Minerva, was found
guilty and sentenced to 40
days in the Columbus
Workhouse and fined $28.
He had been charged with
intoxication, disorderly
conduct
and
obscene
language.
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UAW, Ford continue talks
to avert Monday walkout

Now: $14.95
down to #1.00

DON'T MISS
§
M
10% OFF §
in the Store
Now-Dee 12

Vatan's
Import + Gifts
_..,..

«.

194 South Main St.

fen**
Store Haur.l
Hour*:
9-9 Mori.- Sat.

§
|

j^
%
..

Genuine Persian Tea i«rv«d during th* toll
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the

BGSU
2nd ANNUAL

CARIBBEAN
HOLIDAY
FREEPORT
in

DapMfcftMIItt

GRAY DRUG
STORE
Specials Good thru Dec 6

Save On All Your
Needs with Gray's
Low, Low Discount Price
Pop up 2 Slice

West Bono 5-9 cup

Electric Toaster Coffee Maker
Reg. 7.99

Special

$

633

Automatic

Thermostat Certroi

Toaster-Broiler

Reg. 7.99

Special *A33
*£
eltctra Pocket

Transistor Radio

R«g. 7.S9
$

633

Special

Shick Electronic

Hot Lather Dispenser
Roe. 13.99

Now Only

$228

BOWUNG OWN TO BOWUNG GREEN
MATCH 19-MARCH 34

m*>
m SOME GKtXT YCOb
PHONE 352-7571

Q

JJeeoljG

Prices Were Up To$30.00

Student Charities Board
Student Activities Office 405
Student Services Bldg.
Please mark in order of preference (1,2,3...)
those Charities you feel should be supported
by the students of Bowling Green.
The
following were considered last year.
The
space at the bottom is for you to write in any
that have been left out.
-SEF Student Emergency Fund
.NAASS National Multiple Sclerosis Soc.
-MDA Muscular Dystrophy Assoc.
-ALSAC St. Jude Children's Research Hospt.
-AKF American Korean Foundation
-WUS World University Service
-ACS American Cancer Society
-C for M Crusade for .Mercy
-Turtoring at Perrysburg Heights
-Findlay Project

^J<J/\CTVS

Supply Is Limited!
Great Christmas Gifts

01 everything $

a,

will help pay for one on a
matching-fund basis.
"Madison County wouldn't
have qualified," he said.
"When we built that one,
there wasn't a plane owned by
anyone in the county. Now
there are 50 registered there."
"You've got to have the
water before you can float any
boats," Crabtree argued.
The FAA also insists on
cross runways and lighting
designed to airline standards,
Crabtree said.
They are
unnecessary for small community aviation, he believes.
"We believe we can live
with single direction runways," he said. And runways
at a small airport do not need
lighting necessary to land an
airline jet, he adds.

ACT NOW!

Umqu« Unu.uol gift
lo> IOPV I, & Ifi.ndl
fron.JI.00- up.

,.
•
Itomt Irom
17 Countf

small airports, he said. Ohio
uses Interstate Highway
standards in constructing
runways.
Crabtree also noted that
the FAA requires there be a
need for an airport before it

DETROIT
(AP)
resolved we will have some equivalent be used.
Negotiators for the United very serious problems come
General Motors continued
Auto Workers and the Ford Dec. 7."
to work toward resumption of
Motor Co. say there is still no
Holding up settlement, full production in the United
guarantee they will agree on a bargainers said, were both States.
new contract in time to avoid a economic and noneconomic
By Monday, 140 of 155 GMstrike Monday.
issues.
UAW bargaining units had
There had been reports
Meanwhile,
UAW approved local pacts.
that they were in virtual President Leonard Woodcock
ABORTION COUNSEL, REFERRALAND
agreement, but Malcolm Journeyed to Toronto for talks
ASSISTANCE
Denise, Ford vice president with General Motors of
for labor relations, said Canada, Ltd., aimed at ending
Prompt termination of pregnancy by
Monday:
a strike by some 23,000
licensed Obstetricians and Gynecologists at
"Unless things change Canadian workers which
accredited hospitals. Reasonable fees Attorney missing between now and Dec. 7, we continued after the U.S.
Complete privacy •- Advanced professional
will face a sticky situation.
settlement last week.
methods. Write phone - or visit.
from murder trial It's a long way from in the
In the Canadian talks, the
bag."
union is demanding that costmarooned in slide
UAW Ford department of-living wage increases be
ABORTION ADVISORY SERVICE, INC.
head Ken Bannon commented based on the U.S. Consumer
4 East 12th Street
LOS ANGELES (API- The that "there are quite a few Price Index while the comNew York, New York 10003
surprise-strewn Sharon Tate problems and unless they are pany insists its Canadian
PHONE: 212-249-6205or 212-628-2029—
murder trial is bogged down
by the absence of a defense
attorney who sent word he's
marooned in a mudslide.
The empty seat at the
counsel table belongs to
Ronald Hughes, 35, burly,
bushy-bearded lawyer for
4475 MONROE ST.. TOLEDO MAIN ST BOWL GRN.
defendant Leslie Van Houten,
21.
He failed to show up in Los
Angeles Monday and sent
word that he might not make it
for three days.
Other attorneys say they'll
proceed with discussions in
the judge's chambers about
Jury instructions, but they
can't make final decisions
until Hughes arrives.
This, they say, could hold
up the start of summations in
I Hind StaiMd saddle Itatkar. Brass kaidwaia. Nil initials.!
the trial, now in its 24th week.
lUpaJIfH,
Attorneys for Charles
Manson, 36, and two other
women co-defendants,
charged with seven murders
in August 1969, were puzzled
Bee Gee Book Store
by Hughe's failure to arrive
Across From Horshmon
Monday.
In mid-afternoon, chief
defense attorney Paul FitStore Hours
zgerald said Hughes had
Mon-Thurs. 9-7. Fri 9-5:30, Sot 9-4
called his answering service
Moster Churge & Bonk /mericard Honored
to say he was "marooned by a
mudslide" during a weekend
trip to remote Sespe Hot
Springs, 130 miles away.

i CHRISTMAS
SALE

They were accused of
uprooting and breaking into a
parking meter on university
property in front of the Ohio
Union.
Less to merchants and
other property owners in the
victory celebrations and
rallies has been estimated as
high as $74,000.
About 30 other persons
charged with misdemeanors
during the disturbances also
pleaded innocent and asked
for record hearings.

Crabtree, gears its entire
approach to the airline industry, while Ohio is trying to
help local communities obtain
airports.
Runways built under FAA
standards are too costly for

BONANZA
BOOK SALE

Wounded student
COLUMBUS (AP) - David
D. Krall. 19-year-old Ohio
State University student from
Wilmington who was shot by a
policeman during a disturbance before the Ohio StateMichigan football game,
pleaded innocent in municipal
court Monday to three
charges.
Krall suffered a minor
wound after he allegedly
threw a bottle at a policeman,
and was chased and shot by
Patrolman Robert Stout.
Police were attempting to
quell rowdyist . after a football rally.
Krall derm ! charges of
failing to obey a lawful order,
resisting a police officer, and
assault with a deadly weapon.
Krall asked a record
hearing on the three charges.
He is free on bond.
Three other men charged
with felonies in connection
with the university area
disturbances also pleaded
innocent and asked record
hearings.
William Frazier, 23, denied
charges of burglary, grand
larceny and receiving and
concealing .'.Is., property.
He was arrested in rioting

initial engineering.
"Local people can buy the
land at one-third of the cost
the state or the federal
government has to pay," he
said.
The FAA.
contends

_-

itri
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Falcons bombard Colonels, 107-70
By Demy White
SporU Editor
Not much of a contest from
late In the first half to the final
buzzer, but an impressive
spectacle it was at Anderson

Arena last night. Bowling
Green unwound and bowled
over Chicago State 107-70,
flashing their new white, redtrimmed uniforms and often a
new lineup, varsity speaking
that is.

As Athletic Director Doyt
Perry observed from the press
box at one point in the second
half, "You know, that's almost
last year's freshman team in
there. " Even in the first half,
while the season opener was

still a close game, a Falcon
quintet of Eric Hymes, Tom
Scott, Dalynn Badenhop, Al
Russ and Jeff Lessig was on
the floor.
To say winning coach Bob
Conibear substituted freely

would be an understatement
and there isn't a Falcon player
out of 13 that will go into the
Dayton game Saturday
without plenty of playing time.
Only sophomore forward Tim
Perrine will approach the
Flyer contest without some
points to his credit.
But that was not important; the fact that BG had
well balanced scoring from
their sophomores and seniors
was.
"I think we showed we had
a lotoftiepth,"said soph guard
Jeff Lessig, who didn't think
he was going to play as much
as he did.'' looked like Lessig
and the rest of the rooks from
that 12-2 freshman club last
year were thinking nothing
had changed as they balled the
slow-accelorating starters out
of mild first half trouble.

JUMPING FALCON guard Rich Walker out
leaps Chicago State's Frank Bjork as Bowling
Green playeos Bob Quayle (25), Bob Hill (34),
Jim Connally (15) and Le Henson await the
outcome in hopes of setting up for another

N...photo br Corl J. Skololc, Jr.

Falcon basket. Walker led the Bowling Green
scoring parade with 24 points as coach Bob
Conibear cleared the bench in the lopsided
affair.

The starters came back
strong in the second half after
the boost from the subs sent
the Falcons into halftimc,
leading 43-32.
"Well, you know we hadn't
played a scrimmage or
anybody except ourselves and
didn't know anything about
Chicago State," noted cocaptain and high scorer Rich
Walker, explaining the

sluggish beginning. Rich kept
BG with the hustling Colonels
with his fine outside shooting
at the outset.
"But we brought it
together, finally," added the
senior forward.
Bob Hill played an excellent floor game in his first
start, overcoming scattered
boos to his announced
presence in the lineup. The
senior guard sat down to a
loud rousingovation late in the
game along with his backcourt
partner Bob Quayle who
showed a hot hand from the
outside while the Falcons
were coasting.
Connally had an interesting evening, sometimes
roving outside the key on
Chicago's big man, 6'4" Sam
Kidd and late in the game
taking a steal and outracing
the Colonels the length of the
court for a layup.
Le Henson unwound
himself, ruling the boards and
getting a few driving buckets
inside in the second half. Russ
was the crowd rouser
however constantly in the
middle of the action and
opening up the Falcon's offense. Al made his share of
outside shots too.

Tankers chances lie
with young swimmers
By Dan Casseday
Sportswriter
They may not create the
biggest splash in the MAC this
year, but they'll show marked
improvement from last
season's cellar squad and hold
great promise for the future.
That's the word from head
coach Tom Stubbs as the
Falcon swimmers prepare to
open the season with the Invitational Kelay.s at Ohio
University Saturday. Coach
Stubbs based his optimism for
this year's crew on the depth
provided by strong freshmen
turnout. 16 of the 25 current
team members are first year
men, with only one or two of
those probably due to drop out
of competition.
"Compared to last year's
weak team we're much better," confided Stubbs. "The
biggest reason:
Our best

recruiting ever. Not just one
recruit but several. They're
working hard and have a good
attitude. They will definitely
improve the team and this
gives the whole team a good
feeling."
Veterans Wayne Rose and
Frank Mutz, senior cocaptains, head the comparatively small list of
returnees. Mutz's speciality is
the distance freestyle while
Hose will compete in the individual medley and make a
transition from an old position
to a new one.
"Wayne was one of our
better swimmers last year,"
commented Stubbs, "so this
year he'll change from the
breastroke
to
the
backstroke."
Stubbs will rely on
assistant coach Bill Zeeb to
help bring out the best from
the swimmers,
last year

Zeeb was voted the outstanding senior swimmer in
the Mid-American Conference.
His experience
should help the newcomers.
An intrusquad meet was
held two weeks ago as more or
less a starting point for the
season. With six intrasquad
meet records broken in it,
including four of them by
freshmen, coach Stubbs had
reason to feel at least a little
excited about his prospects.
"There's good competition," assured the veteran
mentor, entering his eighth
compaign at the helm of the
Falcons. "The change of Rose
to backstroke will help."
"The upper classmen have
more incentive this year," he
continued. They're looking
forward to this season more
than previous ones because
the team will be more
representative than ever."
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"DIVER AT 5:30" a Falcon diver rolls through a full gainer or a
half gainer or whatever it is, in Bowling Green's natatorium. This
is one part of an overall attack which coach Tom Stubbs hopes will
blend youth and talent to muscle in on the MAC'S top swim teams.

Guess whose got
13 All MAC'ers?
Led by Phil Villapiano. and
Dave Finley, Bowling Green's
football team gained some
satisfaction from the past
football season by having 13
players honored on the AllMAC team.
Phil won the first team
sport at defensive and for the
second straight year, and also
received the MAC's defensive
player of the year award along
with Miami's safety, Dick
Adams.
Dave, a senior like Phil,
also received first team
honors at offensive guard,
moving up from the second
team last season.

Stubbs had a quick overall
analysis of the Falcons and
Indicated in his appraisal that
this is not a championship
team, but it is one that will
give anyone a tussle.
"We're strongest in the
freestyle events," claimed
Stubbs. "That's the best place
to be strong simply because
there are more freestyle
events (five to be exact)."
Leading now among the
middle distance men are Dick
Ball and Tom Wolff. The top
distance freestylers are Skip
Snable and Frank Mutz. Two
probable short sprinters are
Jim Mabry and Steve
Rreithaupt. The latter three
are freshman and Snable and
Mabry are going to be counted
on heavily to contribute much
toward the team's fortunes.
"We're also good in the
breastroke but only adequate
in diving," said the coach.
"We'll never be great in
diving until we get another
pool." That could be a hint.
Roy Wright and Jim
Williams are the leading
breastrokers while Wayne
Chester and Tom Walter are
the incumbent divers. All four
are veterans.
"Question marks are the
butterfly and backstroke,"
Stubbs allowed.
"The
backstroke shows promise
with Wayne Rose there."
Rose and John Haker will
handle backstroke duties, and
Dave Cavanaugh. Dave
Thomas, and Dick Ball will
perform in the butterfly.
Thomas and Rose will do the
heavy work in the individual
medley.
Coach Stubbs looks to Ohio,
Kent State, and Miami as
three of the strongest teams in
the Ohio Relays Saturday.
The same trio of schools will
pose as Bowling Green's
toughest foes in the MAC. The
coach felt that Ohio recruited
well this year but Kent and
Miami fell a little behind in
that department. Not enough,
however, to count them out of
the race.
"The Relays are hard to
figure this time of year,"
Stubbs admitted. "Depth has
a lot to do with them. Often
the relays winner doesn't win
the conference."
So realistically, it would be
an upset for the Falcons to win
either the Ohio Relays or the
MAC for their lack of experience. But the quality is
there and with continued good
recruiting the swimmers
could develop into a bonafide
contender.
"We're very much improved," reiterated Stubbs.
"We've got the swimmers to
prove it."
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LATCHING ONTO the ball is Chicago
State's guard Bob Brannigan (32) as
Falcon Rich Walker (33) and Jim Connally get set to move down the floor on
defense.

N.-.pholo by Corl J. Stolok, Jr.

TOM STUBBS will be employing all his
know how for his umpteenth season as
Bowling Green's swim coach.

4?
sporrs

Three other seniors landed
on the second team including
Bob Simmons, linebacker,
Tom Merlitti, linebacker, and
1 .aiii u' Kelly, safety.
And whozat on honorable
mention but quarterback Vern
Wireman, along with Bill
Roeder, guard; Joe Shocklee,
offensive tackle; Larran
Meador, defensive tackle;
Jack McKenzie, defensive
tackle; Rich Duetemeyer,
middle guard; Art Curtis,
monsterman;
and
Bill
Deming. defensive halfback.
To some these might seem
like "empty" honors in that
the Falcons didn't have a
winning season to really show
for them.
In addition it might also be
pointed out that Four Falcons
won the MAC's "Player of the
Week" award during the
season. No other MAC team
can claim this distinction.
Collectively Bowling Green
was only able to get it
"altogether" twice, but individually the talent was indeed there. These awards
speak for that.

Money to go
to Marshall
A special collection to
augment
the
Marshall
University Memorial Fund
will be taken at Saturday
night's Bowling Green State
University home basketball
game with the University of
Dayton. The effort will cap a
week long "Help Marshall"
drive at BGSU.
Monies
collected
at
Saturday's game will be
deposited in a special BGSU
Foundation account.
The
account will then be forwarded
to
Marshall
University, helping defray
expenses incurred in the
school's recent air tragedy.
Persons not attending
Saturday's game can contribute by mail. All checks
should be made payable to the
BGSU Foundation, Inc., and
designated for the Marshall
University Memorial Fund.
They should be mailed no later
than Friday, Dec. 4, to the
office of Athletic Promotion,
237 Stadium, Bowling Green
State University, Bowling
Green, Ohir 'MM.
All gifts
tax deductible.

Extra murals
NvwBpkoto by Lorry Fullorton

The organizational meeting of
the Extramural Hockey Club
will be held today at 4 p.m. in
room 202, Memorial Hall. All
men interested in participating should attend.

IKE WRIGHT makes a strong point to offensive line coach Elliott
Uzelac on the sidelines during this fall's Bowling Green-Miami
game. When it comes to strong points none come across better
than Ike when it concerns blocking. A quick, compact fullback for
Bowling Green for two years, Ike's a junior and should be
knocking 'em down next year too.

